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a b s t r a c t

Software testing aims to search a set of test data in the entire search space to satisfy a certain standard of
coverage. Therefore, finding an effective approach for automatic test data generation is a key issue of
software testing. This paper proposes a new approach of reduced adaptive particle swarm optimization
for generating the test data automatically. First, the approach reduces the particle swarm evolution
equations and gets an evolution equation without velocity. Then, the approach makes an adaptive
adjustment scheme based on inertia weight for the reduced evolution equation, which is different from
the methods that directly act on the particle velocity in the past. The approach directly impacts on the
particle position, namely actual problem solution. Next, according to the particle fitness and the particle
aggregation degree, the population will be divided into three parts and inertia weight of each part will
be designed accordingly. This can balance the search capabilities of algorithm between global and local.
Finally, the approach is applied to automatic test data generation. The experiments results show that our
approach can enhance convergence speed of algorithm and solve the problems that particle swarm
algorithm easily falls into the local optimal solution and has low search accuracy. The experiments
results also turn out that our approach can improve the efficiency of generating test data automatically.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Software testing is an important way to guarantee the quality
and reliability of software, and automatic test data generation has
always been a big challenge in software testing. The particle
swarm optimization (PSO) [1, 2] algorithm is used to generate
test data automatically in recent years, and this process of
generating test data shows it has a great advantage.

However, when we apply the PSO algorithm to automatic test
data generations, there are some disadvantages. The main defects are
poor local searching capability and easily falling into the local optimal
solution. Improving the convergence speed and search precision of
the algorithm has an important practical significance in enhancing
the efficiency and quality of automatic test data generation.

Although some studies on the population premature conver-
gence [13, 14] were carried out, the studies that quantificationally
evaluating individual convergence degree are still rarely seen. So
this paper proposes a reduced adaptive particle swarm optimiza-
tion (RAPSO) approach. First, it reduces the particle swarm evolu-
tion equation, and then it makes an adaptive adjustment. The

approach can complete evolution process only by particle position
update. Different from those that inertia weight of PSO directly
acts on particle velocity, our approach directly acts on particle
position and makes an impact on particle position, namely the
problem solutions. This paper combines the particle fitness with
the particle aggregation degree and divides population into three
parts, which respectively makes a corresponding adjustment on
inertia weight of each part according to the relationship among
them. The results show that our approach is effective and has
obvious advantages in the convergence speed and the search
accuracy.

2. Basic concepts

In PSO, we suppose that the t-th generation population consists
of N particles. The i-th particle position and velocity are denoted as
Xi¼[xlt,x2t ,…xN

t ] and Vi¼[vlt, v2
t , …vi

t,…vN
t ] respectively. The best

point that this particle itself reached in search space so far is
denoted as individual optimum pbest. The best point that all the
particles in the population have reached in search space is denoted
as global optimum gbest. In the evolution process, update form-
ulas of particle velocity and position are as shown in formulas
(1) and (2).
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Where, the w is the inertia weight. The c1 and c2 are the
learning factors which respectively represent the cognitive para-
meter and social parameter. Besides c140, c240, the r1 and r2 are
two independent random variables that obey the U (0,1) distribu-
tion. They respectively impact cognitive and social acceleration
constants (c1 and c2). The vi, viA[�vmax, vmax], is set by the user
according to experience. The xi, xiA[�xmax, xmax], is determined by
the scope of the problem solutions.

Definition 1:. Particle Average Fitness. In PSO, we suppose that
current population size is N. The fitness of i-th particle is fi. Then
the average fitness favg of the current particle is as shown in
formula (3).

f avg ¼
1
N

XN
i ¼ 1

f i ð3Þ

3. RAPSO

3.1. Reduce PSO evolution equations

At present, the evolution equations are two elements based on
the particle velocity and the position for all particle swarm
algorithms [9,12–16]. In practice applications, the particle velocity
maximum vmax is set depending on the users' experience gener-
ally, which not only consumes a lot of time and is hard to handle,
but also impacts on particle convergence speed and accuracy.
Improper velocity setting even decreases the performance and
accuracy of the algorithm. So only when vmax is in a suitable range,
can the algorithm have a good performance.

In the test data generation, the particle position xi represents
the solution of the target problem. If we set corresponding
constraints, the process of algorithm implementation is to make
xi infinite approach to the optimal solution of the problem. Thus
we set the value of xi reasonably, and it is enough to take into
account the direct changes of xi. Particle velocity represents the
speed when the particle runs. Its size does not represent a valid
approximation to the optimal position. On the contrary, if the
setting is not appropriate, the inappropriate setting may make
particle deviate from the original correct evolution direction,
which results in particle dispersion phenomenon and slows
convergence later as well as low convergence precision. From
the standard particle swarm evolution equation, evolution formula
of the velocity and position are superimposed according to the
formula x¼vt. We can eliminate particle velocity and get a reduced
particle swarm evolution equation without velocity as shown in
formula (4).

xitþ1 ¼wnxitþcn1r
n

1 pbest�xit
� �þcn2r

n

2 gbest�xit
� � ð4Þ

All parameters in formula (4) correspond to the parameters
in formulas (1) and (2). The reduced particle swarm evolution
equation eliminates the particle velocity parameter. And the
original second-order evolution equation is reduced to a first-
order, which cut the process of particle analysis and guiding
particle evolution.

Inertia weight w almost plays a decisive role on convergence
speed and convergence precision of algorithm. The experiments
show that the algorithm is more conducive to jumping out of local

minimum and facilitating the global search when inertia weight w
is increasing; otherwise, the algorithm is less conducive to local
accurate search. This paper reduces particle swarm evolution
equations, and inertia weight w directly acts on the particle
position, which is different from that the w directly acts on particle
velocity in standard PSO. Our approach directly impacts on the
particle position that is actual problem solution.

This paper also proposes an adaptive adjustment scheme based
on inertia weight w. We dynamically adjust the value of w
according to the relationship between the particle fitness and
the particle aggregation degree. And we can balance the search
capabilities of global and local search from the premise of
guaranteeing the algorithm convergence speed is acceptable.

3.2. Adaptive adjustment scheme based on inertia weight

From what has been analyzed above, the proposed adaptive
adjustment scheme based on inertia weight directly impacts on
particle position in the process of PSO implementation. This
approach combines the particle fitness with the particle aggrega-
tion degree and divides the population into three parts according
to the relationship among them, which sets inertia weight accord-
ing to the divided population. The approach is shown as follows:

Definition 2:. Particle Aggregation Degree. In PSO, we suppose
that the population size is N. The i-th particle fitness is fi. Next, we
calculate the current particle average fitness as favg and find out
the particles whose fitness is greater than favg. Once again we
calculate those particles average fitness as f0avg. We set the global
optimal value of population as fg. Then current aggregation degree
δ of the particle swarm is as shown in formula (5).

δ¼ f g� f 0avg
��� ��� ð5Þ

Here the reason that we calculate the difference δ between fg
and f 0avg , rather than not simply calculate the difference between fg
and favg, is that the former does not involve those poor individuals
that their fitness are less than the average fitness favg. That is to
say, we can avoid the adverse effects brought by poorer indivi-
duals. This can reflect more clearly convergence degree among
those individuals whose current fitness is maximum, which can
more accurately describe premature convergence degree of indi-
viduals in population. In addition, the calculation workload of the
two formulas is equal. The experiments show that δ is a more
effective indicator of quantitative assessment about population
premature convergence degree. The bigger δ is, the more particles
disperse; the smaller δ is, the more particles are prone to
premature convergence.

According to the proposed adaptive adjustment scheme based
on inertia weight, we can make full use of the average fitness
including favg and f 0avg . The population can be divided into three
parts. And we can set the corresponding inertia weight value for
each part, which can make the particle position changed according
to the information of particle itself in the population. This setting
does not only make the population maintained diversity and good
convergence speed, but also balance global and local search
capabilities. The algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. presents the reduced adaptive particle swarm algo-
rithm. The algorithm takes a program under test as input and

vit+1=w vit+c1 r1(pbest- xit) + c2r2(gbest- xit) (1)

xit+1=xit+vit+1 (2)
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